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Abstract—A 6.5 MVA/25 kV high temperature superconducting (HTS) transformer for the Chinese Fuxing high-speed train has been 

proposed to replace the oil-based transformers while achieving higher efficiency, lighter weight, and minimized volume. The high 

targeted efficiency (> 99%) makes AC loss reduction a vital issue. HTS coated conductors generally exhibit asymmetric critical current 

characteristics as a function of magnetic field angle Ic(B, θ), leading to a non-trivial influence on the AC loss of coil windings. The fast-

computing T-A homogenization method is proposed to calculate the AC loss of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer with large turn 

numbers. The variables, T and A, are the current and magnetic vector potentials, respectively. The AC loss of the transformer windings 

is analyzed for various coil configurations with and without flux diverters considering Ic(B, θ). At the rated current and 65 K, employing 

the flux diverters with a square-shape cross-section, the total AC loss is decreased by 73.7% and an extra 150 W loss reduction was also 

obtained. Moreover, an additional reduction of 37 W is realized upon utilizing the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristic. The reduced 187 

W in AC loss at 65 K corresponds to a reduction in ambient power requirement of over 5.6 kW. Therefore, considering asymmetric Ic(B, 

θ), can lead to a non-trivial reduction in AC loss, even incorporating flux diverters. 

 

Index Terms—AC Loss, asymmetric critical current, flux diverters, HTS traction transformer, T-A homogenization method. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Abbreviations 

DPC Double-pancake coil. 

HTS High temperature superconducting. 

REBCO REBa2Cu3O7−x, rare-earth barium-copper-oxide 

(high-temperature superconductors). 

HV High voltage. 

LV Low voltage. 

T-A The current vector potential and the magnetic vector 

potential. 

Parameters 

Baxial, Bz Axial magnetic field component [T]. 

Bradial, Br Radial magnetic field component [T]. 

B0 Characteristic magnetic field [T]. 

Ic Critical current [A]. 

Jc0 Self-field critical current density [A/m2]. 

Jbulk Calculated current density in the homogeneous bulk 

[A/m2]. 

n Power index of the superconductor. 

α Exponent of field dependence of critical current. 

HTS Resistivity of the superconductor [Ω·m]. 

Variables 

A Magnetic vector potential [T·m]. 

B Magnetic flux density [T]. 

J Current density [A/m2]. 

T Current vector potential [A/m]. 

θ Angle between the normal to the conductor face and 

the magnetic field direction in a left-handed system 

with respect to the direction of current flow [deg]. 

Functions 

Ic(B, θ) Critical current as a function of different magnitudes 

and relative orientations of the applied magnetic field 

[A]. 

Jc(B) Critical current density as a function of the magnetic 

field [A/m2]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

O meet growing expectations for the electrification of transportation, high-speed trains with high energy-efficiency and large 

passenger capacity undoubtedly will play a major role in mass transportation. As one of the most critical components of high-

speed trains, HTS (high temperature superconducting) traction transformers for advanced transportation technology offer 

many advantages over conventional copper-based transformers such as high efficiency, light weight, and low fire hazard [1]-

[5]. There has been an ongoing international project targeting the Chinese Fuxing high-speed trains led by Beijing Jiaotong 

University partnered with the Robinson Research Institute of Victoria University of Wellington to develop a single-phase 6.5 MVA/25 

kV HTS traction transformer [6]. The goal of the project is to achieve a transformer system having a weight less than 3 tons, better 

than 99% efficiency, and 43% short-circuit impedance [6]. From previous experience of HTS transformers, the design and operation 

of transformer systems are challenged by the difficulty of extracting the heat produced by AC loss while considering the cooling 

penalty in the cryogenic environment [5]. Reducing AC loss is recognized as one of critical issues in the project to achieve the 

efficiency and weight target. 

Recent decades have witnessed the rapid development of (RE)Ba2Cu3O7−x (REBCO) coated conductors, with many successful 

demonstrations of HTS technologies such as transformers [7]-[16], rotating machines [17]-[21], power transmission cables [22]-[25], 

and fault current limiters [26]-[32] using these conductors. However, REBCO conductors present asymmetric critical current 

characteristics Ic(B, θ) under magnetic fields B applied in different directions θ, due to their planar structure and the microstructural 

flux pinning centers intentionally introduced during the production process [33] (Fig. 1). This asymmetric characteristic has a non-

trivial influence on both the critical current and the AC loss of isolated conductors and coil windings [34]-[40]. Recently, the 

asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristics of the coated conductors have been used to estimate AC loss in the coil windings of the Robinson 

1 MVA transformer [41]. A 15% AC loss reduction was obtained by simply flipping the direction of the top and bottom halves of the 

coil windings of the 1 MVA transformer in order to take advantage of this asymmetry, providing a novel approach to reducing AC 

loss in the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer [41]. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of field angle θ with respect to the HTS conductor. θ is defined as the angle between the normal to the conductor face and the magnetic field 

direction in a left-handed system with respect to the direction of current flow. 

T 
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Previous studies have shown numerically that the AC loss of a 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer with ≥ 1 m winding length, 

constructed using high-performance HTS wires, can be reduced below 2.0 kW by positioning flux diverters at the ends of the coil 

windings [42]-[47]. The role of the flux diverters is to reduce the AC loss in the HTS coil windings by shaping the magnetic field 

around the coils [48]-[49]. Utilizing the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) behavior of REBCO wires has the potential to further reduce the AC loss 

and system weight [41] as well as increasing the efficiency of the transformer. Therefore, it is important to investigate the combined 

impact of the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristics of REBCO wires and flux diverters on the AC loss of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction 

transformer. 

A schematic of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer is shown in Fig. 2. The gap between the two transformer units shown in 

the figure causes an asymmetric magnetic field distribution in the end and middle sections of the transformer windings. The quarter 

model used in earlier simulations is inadequate to capture this asymmetric magnetic field distribution [50] and a half model has to be 

used to investigate the impact of the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) behavior on the AC loss of the traction transformer. The total turn number of 

the transformer exceeds ten thousand turns and hence the H formulation is incapable of dealing with such a large turn number due to 

excessive computation time [51]-[53]. In contrast, the T-A formulation treats the thin HTS coated conductors as 1D lines without any 

thickness and hence reduces the required number of mesh elements thereby speeding up the computation [54]-[55]. The 

homogenization method where stacks of superconductors are treated as blocks ignoring actual sample dimensions can significantly 

reduce the computing time without compromising the accuracy of the simulation result [56]-[57]. There have been some studies on 

simulations of HTS coils using T-A formulation combined with the homogenization method to speed up the computing time [58]. 

However, there has been no report on simulations for HTS transformers. To summarize, the contributions of this paper are outlined 

as follows: 

1) Encompassing real-world modelling of HTS devices, for the first time, the T-A homogenization method is applied to the 6.5 

MVA/25 kV HTS traction transformer, validating its capability and providing an efficient way to deal with large-scale HTS 

applications. 

2) The combined impact of both the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristics of HTS coated conductors and flux diverters is investigated 

for the first time to further reduce AC loss in the 6.5 MVA/25 kV HTS traction transformer which in turn can improve the efficiency 

and reduce the system weight of the transformer. 

3) We demonstrate a substantial AC loss reduction in the 6.5 MVA traction transformer achieved through a simple, cost-neutral 

procedure (flipping the coils) that is unique to HTS windings. 

In this work, we carried out 2D T-A homogenization method AC loss studies on a 6.5 MVA/25 kV HTS traction transformer giving 

consideration to the combination of the asymmetric critical current of HTS wires and the use of flux diverters to shape the field. 

Section II presents critical equations for the T-A formulation and the homogenization method. To validate the numerical method, 
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Section III compares experimental AC loss results of the Robinson 1 MVA transformer [50] with those obtained through the new 

simulation. Based on the different winding structures of the high voltage (HV) and low voltage (LV) windings, Section Ⅳ illustrates 

the engineering feasibility of exploiting the critical current asymmetry in each case. Then, considering the measured Ic(B, θ) 

characteristics of exemplary coated conductors, AC loss simulations of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer with various coil 

configurations and with or without flux diverters are presented and the simulated current density distributions, magnetic field 

distributions around the transformer coils and AC loss results compared. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer. The quarter model indicated by the broken red line is inadequate to capture the asymmetric field 

distribution, so a half model indicated by the solid red line was used. The direction of current flow in each of the windings is indicated by the dot and cross symbols. 

 

II. NUMERICAL METHOD 

In this section, the T-A formulation and the homogenization method are described. 

A. T-A Formulation 

The current vector potential T is applied to the superconducting region and the magnetic vector potential A is used in the non-

superconducting region. T and A can be expressed in terms of the current density J and the magnetic flux density B as: 

 

 =J T  (1) 

 

 B A=  (2) 

The governing equations of the T formulation and the A formulation are: 
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where μ0 is the vacuum permeability, µr is the relative permeability, and HTS is the resistivity of the superconductor given by the E-J 

power law: 
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where Ec = 10−4 V/m and n is the power index. In order to validate the numerical method used in this work by making a fair comparison 

with previous simulation results, n values and Jc(B) equations for the 1 MVA transformer are consistent with published works [50]. 

Thus, the n value is set to 30 for the 1 MVA transformer. For the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer, the n value is assumed to be 

25 and Jc(B, θ) curves are derived from the measured Ic(B, θ) data divided by the cross-section of the HTS layer. 

The transport current in the superconducting tapes is calculated by integrating the current density J: 

 

 d d dJ T T


= =  =  S S S
I S S l  (6) 

 

where S is the cross section of the conductor. 

As shown in Fig. 3, since T is defined to be normal to the tape surface, the transport current for a single tape is: 

 

 1 2( )= − I T T d  (7) 

 

where T1 and T2 are the values of T on the top and bottom edges, and d is the thickness of the HTS layer (assumed to be 1 μm). 
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Fig. 3. Boundary conditions of the transport current for a single tape. 

 

B. T-A Homogenization Method 

The T-A homogenization method was introduced in [54] and was shown to be efficient in dealing with large scale HTS devices 

assembled from thousands of turns of HTS wire. This efficient method is used to approximate coil windings in this work. Under this 

method, turns in the coil having similar electromagnetic properties are treated as a bulk, as depicted in Fig. 4. 

In the 2D T-A homogenization model, T1 and T2 are the values of T on boundaries at the top and bottom edges of equivalent 

homogeneous bulks. 

The calculated current density in the homogeneous bulk defined for the A formulation is: 

 

 J J= bulk

d

t
 (8) 

 

where t is the thickness of the whole HTS wire, including the copper stabilizer, silver overlayer, HTS layer, buffer stack and substrate 

[59]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Homogenization method for the 2D T-A model. The superconducting tapes are transformed into a homogeneous bulk. The boundary conditions T1 and T2 

are applied to the edges corresponding with the extreme points of the tapes. 
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III. MODEL VALIDATION 

To validate the T-A homogenization method, AC loss simulation results of the Robinson 1 MVA transformer [50] are compared 

with their experimental results. In addition, the computing time of the H and T-A homogenization methods is estimated at different 

normalized currents to verify the superiority of the T-A homogenization method. All numerical simulations were carried out using 2D 

FEM (finite element method) models [60]-[63] implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics [64]-[67]. 

For the 1 MVA transformer, the HV windings comprise 24 double-pancake coils (DPCs) per phase wound with 4 mm wide 

SuperPower REBCO wires, while the LV windings utilize 20-turn single-layer solenoid windings per phase wound with fully 

transposed 15/5 Roebel cables (fifteen 5 mm wide strands) made from SuperPower tapes [68]. Table Ⅰ lists the specifications of the 1 

MVA transformer. 

 

TABLE Ⅰ 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 1 MVA TRANSFORMER 

Specification HV winding LV winding 

Inner diameter 345 mm 310 mm 

Turn number in axial direction 48 20 

Turn number in radial direction 19 1 

Total number of turns 912 20 

Conductor width 4 mm 12.1 mm 

Conductor thickness 0.22 mm 0.8 mm 

Axial gap between turns 2.13 mm 2.1 mm 

Roebel strand number - 15 

Roebel strand width - 5 mm 

Gap between Roebel stacks - 2.1 mm 

Constant Ic used in the model 118.7 A 2226 A 

Rated current amplitude 42.9 A 1964 A 

 

In comparison with the AC loss results obtained via the H homogenization method presented in [50], the Jc(B) dependence keeps 

consistent with the following equation [69]: 

 

 
c c0

0

( ) 1( )radial −= +
B

J B J
B

 (9) 

where Bradial is the radial magnetic field in the two-dimensional axisymmetric model, Jc0 is the self-field critical current density, B0 and 

α are fitting parameters obtained from critical current measurement under applied magnetic fields. These magnetic field dependence 

parameters used in the HV and LV windings are listed in Table Ⅱ. 
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TABLE Ⅱ 

MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE PARAMETERS OF THE 1 MVA TRANSFORMER 

Parameter HV winding LV winding 

Jc0 
2.12×1010 

A/m2 

3.55×1010 

A/m2 

B0 149 mT 149 mT 

α 0.6 0.6 

 

Fig. 5 shows the structured meshes for the upper end of the 1 MVA transformer. It is worth emphasizing that the 15/5 Roebel cable 

is equivalent to two parallel stacks, with each stack containing eight strands [70]-[71] In the radial direction, the LV windings and HV 

windings are divided into 4 and 8 sub-blocks, respectively. In the axial direction, finer meshes are used in the end part of the coil 

windings with 50 elements in the LV windings and 40 elements in the HV windings, since the larger radial magnetic field generated 

at the end part of coil windings contributes most of the ac loss. For the middle part of the windings, coarser meshes are used with 25 

elements in the LV windings and 20 elements in the HV windings. Moreover, the diameter of the semicircular air domain is set to 10 

times larger than the outer diameter of the HV winding, and the fine free triangular mesh is applied to the remaining air domain. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Structured meshes for the upper end of the 1 MVA transformer. 

 

Fig. 6 shows the magnetic flux density distribution and flux lines at the end of the coil windings at rated current, f = 50 Hz, and t = 

3/4 cycle (the negative peak of one period). The area between the LV and HV windings experiences the stronger magnetic flux density. 

Flux lines are more perpendicular to the face of the HTS conductor in the end turns of the coil windings implying greater AC loss in 

this region. 
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Fig. 7 shows the normalized current density distribution within the end coils of the LV and HV windings. The high current density 

(|J/Jc|>1) region of the disc closer to the end of the winding is likely to be larger than the neighboring one, which indicates a higher 

AC loss. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Magnetic flux density distribution and flux lines towards the end of the 1 MVA transformer at rated current (f = 50 Hz, t = 3/4 cycle). 

 

 

Fig. 7. Normalized current density distribution within the end coils of the LV and HV windings of the 1 MVA transformer at rated current (f = 50 Hz, t = 3/4 cycle). 

 

In Fig. 8, assuming a short-circuited secondary winding, the AC loss, including eddy current loss per phase of the 1 MVA 

transformer calculated by the T-A formulation is compared with values obtained using the H formulation [50] and acquired by 

measurement [68]. Considering the eddy current loss caused by the solid copper terminal blocks at the ends of the LV winding, the 

measured AC loss is 112.3 W at Irated = 1964 A and f = 50 Hz. The numerical results at rated current simulated using the T-A formulation 

and the H formulation are 87.5 W and 67.1 W, respectively. The calculated AC loss values utilizing the T-A formulation provide a 

better agreement with experimental results at different transport currents than the H formulation. 
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Fig. 8. Calculated AC loss in the 1 MVA transformer compared with measured results. The Meas. eddy current loss [68] is the eddy current loss in the current 

terminals of the LV winding, and the Meas. [68] is the summation of the winding loss and the Meas. eddy current loss [68]. 

 

Table Ⅲ presents the computation time at different normalized currents using the H and T-A homogenization methods on an Intel 

Xeon W-2135 processor, 3.70 GHz, and 64 GB RAM. All simulation models of the 1 MVA transformer have the same structured 

meshes with Ref. [50] for a fair comparison. At I/Irated = 0.3 and 1, the T-A homogenization method is 10 times and 5 times faster than 

the H homogenization method clearly demonstrating its advantage over the H homogenization method both in accuracy and computing 

time. 

 

TABLE Ⅲ 

COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATION TIME BETWEEN THE H AND T-A HOMOGENIZATION METHODS IN 2D FOR THE 1 MVA TRANSFORMER. 

Normalized current 
(I/Irated) 

Computation time 

H homogenization method T-A homogenization method 

0.3 3.12 h 0.29 h 

0.5 3.22 h 0.33 h 

0.7 3.34 h 0.47 h 

1 3.47 h 0.61 h 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As depicted in Fig. 2, the basic design for the 6.5 MVA/ 25 kV transformer has four units, each unit has one HV winding and one 

LV winding, and two units are located around each leg of the iron core. The HV windings are wound with HTS coated conductors, 

whereas the LV windings are wound with 8/5 Roebel cables (eight 5 mm wide strands). More detailed specifications are listed in 

Table Ⅳ. The HV windings employ stacks of DPCs, and the LV windings are multi-layer solenoid windings. Each turn of 8/5 Roebel 

cable in the LV winding is simulated as two parallel stacks, each with four conductors carrying the same current in each conductor 

[6]. 
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The AC loss is considered as the winding loss, excluding the core loss generated by the iron core for simplicity. To prevent the heat 

from hysteretic loss in the iron core imposing a large load on the cryogenic cooling system, the iron core is located outside the cryostat. 

In addition, due to the relatively large distance between the core and windings (30 mm) compared to oil-based transformers and its 

very high permeability (21220 at 1.6 T), the magnetic iron core should have a minor impact on the winding loss [68]. 

 

TABLE Ⅳ 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 6.5 MVA/25 KV TRACTION TRANSFORMER 

Specification Value 

Winding length L 1 m 

Number of turns in each HV winding disc 14 

Number of discs stacked to make the HV winding per unit 116 

Number of layers of 8-strand Roebel cable in LV winding 3 

Number of turns in one layer in LV winding 40 

Total number of turns per unit in HV winding 1624 

Total number of turns per unit in LV winding 120 

Inner diameter of HV winding 437 mm 

Inner diameter of LV winding 285 mm 

Axial gap between the two units on each leg of the core 20 mm 

Short-circuit impedance 43% 

Rated current amplitude in HV winding 90.9 A 

Rated current amplitude in LV winding 1196.4 A 

Short-circuit voltage 10.75 kV 

 

A. AC Loss Exploiting Measured Ic(B, θ) 

Since high-performance Fujikura wires are used in the design of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV HTS traction transformer [6], and it presents 

a symmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristic, in order to investigate the influence of Ic(B, θ) asymmetry on AC loss in this work, the HTS wires 

used in the HV winding and the assembled Roebel cable in the LV winding were all modelled as SuperPower SCS4050-AP wires. As 

shown in Fig. 9, this type of SuperPower conductor displays a highly asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristic under applied magnetic field 

[41], having a significantly different Ic at ± θ, and when the field is reversed from θ to 180°−θ. For fair AC loss analysis, the measured 

Ic(B, θ) of the SuperPower wire (Fig. 9) was scaled by a constant factor to take the 65 K self-field Ic from 693.3 A/cm to 1140 A/cm 

to match that of the high-performance Fujikura wire [6]. 
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Fig. 9. Measured Ic(B, θ) dependences of the SuperPower SCS4050-AP wire at 65 K [41]. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Schematic of the magnetic field distribution on the right side of the transformer windings. 

 

Fig. 10 depicts a schematic of the magnetic field distribution on the right side of the transformer windings. In operation, the currents 

in the HV and LV windings have opposite signs so that the resulting magnetic fields also have opposite directions. Furthermore, the 

radial (perpendicular) magnetic field component in the top and bottom units is greater than that in the middle part of the transformer 

windings. 

As shown in Fig. 11, the coil windings are classified as the top winding, the top-middle winding, the bottom-middle winding, and 

the bottom winding depending on their relative position along the z-axis. Regarding the Ic(B, θ) dependence, the different coil 
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orientations of the HV and LV windings are defined as follows: the reference coil orientation is denoted as U, and the field angle 

relative to the coil is θ. When the coil is flipped, its orientation is denoted as L, and the field angle is inverted and offset by 180°. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Definition of the coil configurations. The actual diameter of the semicircular air domain for simulation is set to 10 times larger than the outer diameter of the 

HV winding. 

 

Fig. 12 shows the schematic of flipping the DPCs in the HV windings. It is worth emphasizing that this is a simple and cost-neutral 

procedure during transformer assembly. In the case of the LV windings, taking advantage of the anisotropy of the conductor is more 

difficult, since these constitute a single full-length solenoid wound from Roebel cable. Inverting the wire in the upper half therefore 

requires a cut to be made in the cable (at point A′B on the left side of Fig. 13) followed by re-splicing (to form the joint AB on the 

right side of the figure). Given the difficulty of manufacturing long-length coated conductors, an LV winding without splicing is not 

practical, so this doesn’t introduce an additional processing step, again therefore presenting a feasible modification to the standard 

assembly process. One practical approach to consider is to punch pre-spliced coated conductors in the production of the strands for 

the Roebel cable. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of the flipping of a double pancake coil. 

 

 

Fig. 13. Schematic drawing of the flipping of the upper half of one layer in the solenoid winding. AA′ and BB′ are spliced Roebel strands before assembling. 

 

When taking both the HV and LV windings into account, each winding requires four characters to describe its coil orientations, so 

together eight characters are required. For example, in the case UUUU-UUUU, the first four characters denote the coil orientations of 

the HV winding, while the last four characters denote the coil orientations of the LV winding. As indicated in Fig. 11, each character 

corresponds to a different position of the winding from top to bottom. 

Although the LV winding has a helical solenoid structure, it is simplified as a series of disc windings in the axisymmetric model. 

Two discs in the LV winding are equivalent to one turn of Roebel cable. At the unit level, 8 DPCs of the HV winding and 16 discs of 

the LV winding, in the top and top-middle windings, or in the bottom-middle and bottom windings, are flipped in the simulation 

model to investigate the AC loss effected by the Ic(B, θ) behavior. Since most AC loss is generated at the end part of the transformer 

windings, the dashed rectangles highlighted in Fig. 11 show the location of these selected coils. 

It is a huge task to consider all 256 possible combinations of coils in the HV and LV windings. In this work, only six representative 

configurations are evaluated: UUUU-UUUU, LLLL-UUUU, LLUU-LLUU, UULL-UULL, UUUU-LLLL, and LLLL-LLLL. 

Fig. 14 shows the magnetic field angle in the different parts of the HV and LV windings before and after flipping. In the case of the 

top part of the HV winding, the field angle is defined as α before flipping, then flipping the coil causes the field angle to become 

180°−α. In the case of the top part of the LV winding, due to the opposite direction of the current flow, the field angle is defined as 

−β before flipping, and the field angle becomes 180°+β after flipping the coil. Since the top-middle and bottom-middle windings have 

different magnetic field distributions than the top and bottom windings, α′ and β′ are used to describe the differences in the field angles. 
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α′ and β′ are slightly smaller than α and β due to the magnetic cancellation. In the other cases, the definitions of the magnetic field 

angles before and after flipping follow the same principle. 

 

 

Fig. 14. Definition of the coil orientation in the LV and HV windings before and after flipping. 

 

In the simulation model, a three-column look-up table [Bradial, Baxial, Jc(Bradial, Baxial)] is formulated, where Bradial and Baxial are the 

radial and axial components of the local magnetic field, and Jc(Bradial, Baxial) is the critical current density calculated from the measured 

Ic(B, θ) curves divided by the cross-sectional area of the HTS layer. 

We explain the magnetic field components determined from the field angle combined with Fig. 14, taking the top part of the HV 

and LV windings as an example. In the top part of the HV winding, before flipping the coil, Bradial = Bcos(α) = Br, Baxial = Bsin(α) = 

Bz, then upon flipping the coil, Bradial = Bcos(180°−α) = −Br, Baxial = Bsin(180°−α) = Bz. In the top part of the LV winding, before 

flipping the coil, Bradial = Bcos(−β) = Br, Baxial = Bsin(−β) = −Bz, then upon flipping the coil, Bradial = Bcos(180°+β) = −Br, Baxial = 

Bsin(180°+β) = −Bz. Br′ and Bz′ are likewise used to represent the magnetic field components in the top-middle and bottom-middle 

windings. Tables Ⅴ and Ⅵ list all the Bradial and Baxial components of the HV and LV windings at the different winding positions for 

the different configurations. 

TABLE Ⅴ 

MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS DETERMINED FROM THE FIELD ANGLES OF THE HV WINDING 

 UUUU-UUUU LLLL-UUUU LLUU-LLUU UULL-UULL UUUU-LLLL LLLL-LLLL 

Top winding (Br, Bz) (−Br, Bz) (−Br, Bz) (Br, Bz) (Br, Bz) (−Br, Bz) 

Top-middle winding (−Br′, Bz′) (Br′, Bz′) (Br′, Bz′) (−Br′, Bz′) (−Br′, Bz′) (Br′, Bz′) 

Bottom-middle winding (Br′, Bz′) (−Br′, Bz′) (Br′, Bz′) (−Br′, Bz′) (Br′, Bz′) (−Br′, Bz′) 

Bottom winding (−Br, Bz) (Br, Bz) (−Br, Bz) (Br, Bz) (−Br, Bz) (Br, Bz) 
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TABLE Ⅵ 

MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS DETERMINED FROM THE FIELD ANGLES OF THE LV WINDING 

 UUUU-UUUU LLLL-UUUU LLUU-LLUU UULL-UULL UUUU-LLLL LLLL-LLLL 

Top winding (Br, −Bz) (Br, −Bz) (−Br, −Bz) (Br, −Bz) (−Br, −Bz) (−Br, −Bz) 

Top-middle winding (−Br′, −Bz′) (−Br′, −Bz′) (Br′, −Bz′) (−Br′, −Bz′) (Br′, −Bz′) (Br′, −Bz′) 

Bottom-middle winding (Br′, −Bz′) (Br′, −Bz′) (Br′, −Bz′) (−Br′, −Bz′) (−Br′, −Bz′) (−Br′, −Bz′) 

Bottom winding (−Br, −Bz) (−Br, −Bz) (−Br, −Bz) (Br, −Bz) (Br, −Bz) (Br, −Bz) 

 

Fig. 15 presents the radial magnetic field distribution and magnetic flux lines of the UUUU-UUUU configuration. The two Roebel 

coils in the top part of the LV winding (Fig. 15 (a)) experience a larger radial magnetic field than those in the top-middle part (Fig. 15 

(c)), owing to the cancellation of magnetic field that occurs in the gap between the transformer units. The same conclusion can be 

drawn from Fig. 15 (b) and Fig. 15 (d) for the HV winding. 

 

 

Fig. 15. The radial magnetic field distribution and magnetic flux lines of the UUUU-UUUU configuration in the 6.5 MVA/25 kV transformer: (a) Top part of the 

LV winding; (b) Top part of the HV winding; (c) Top-middle part of the LV winding; (d) Top-middle part of the HV winding. 

 

Table Ⅶ lists the AC loss simulation results for each coil configuration. For the initial coil configuration, UUUU-UUUU, 

calculated AC loss values of the HV and LV windings are 3089.8 and 809.6 W; most AC loss is generated by the HV winding. The 

LLLL-UUUU configuration corresponds to flipping 16 DPCs of the HV winding, while the UUUU-LLLL configuration corresponds 

to flipping 32 discs of the LV winding. Flipping the HV winding reduces the AC loss by 32.6 W, while flipping the LV winding only 

reduces it by 19.1 W. Then 8 DPCs and 16 discs in the top half and bottom half of the HV and LV windings are flipped, embodied in 

the LLUU-LLUU and UULL-UULL configurations. The AC loss reductions obtained by these two coil configurations are very close, 
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20.1 and 25.7 W, respectively. Finally, entirely flipping all 16 DPCs of the HV winding and 32 discs of the LV winding, the LLLL-

LLLL configuration, gives the most pronounced AC loss reduction of 51.0 W, 34.3 W in the HV winding and 16.7 W in the LV 

winding. If estimating the reduction with a cooling penalty factor of 30 at 65 K [68], at least 1.5 kW can be saved for the onboard 

cooling system. It is also worth noting that this significant (>1%) reduction in AC loss is achieved simply by reversing the coil 

orientation in the transformer windings. 

Fig. 16 compares the normalized current density distribution in the HV and LV windings for the UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-LLLL 

configurations. In general, the LLLL-LLLL configuration exhibits less |J/Jc|>1 area than the UUUU-UUUU configuration. The 

difference is slight, but tracing along the dashed lines superimposed on the images, it can be seen that the |J/Jc|>1 area in the UUUU-

UUUU configuration crosses the lines, compared with the LLLL-LLLL configuration where it does not. As for the HV winding, the 

region where |J/Jc|>1 is larger than in the LV windings, which corresponds with the simulation results showing that the AC loss mostly 

originates from the HV winding. Making a comparative analysis of the top and top-middle parts of the HV and LV windings, the top 

winding has a greater |J/Jc|>1 area, implying a large proportion of the AC loss is generated at the end part of the transformer windings. 

 

TABLE Ⅶ 

SIMULATED AC LOSS RESULTS FOR THE 6.5 MVA/25 KV TRACTION TRANSFORMER UNDER DIFFERENT COIL CONFIGURATIONS 

Configuration HV winding LV winding Total 
Difference to 

UUUU-UUUU 

UUUU-UUUU 3089.8 W 809.6 W 3.90 kW - - 

LLLL-UUUU 3056.3 W 810.5 W 3.87 kW 32.6 W 0.84% 

LLUU-LLUU 3078.0 W 801.3 W 3.88 kW 20.1 W 0.52% 

UULL-UULL 3072.6 W 801.1 W 3.87 kW 25.7 W 0.66% 

UUUU-LLLL 3088.3 W 792.0 W 3.88 kW 19.1 W 0.49% 

LLLL-LLLL 3055.5 W 792.9 W 3.85 kW 51.0 W 1.32% 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 16. Comparison of the normalized current density distribution in the HV and LV windings at the rated current for the UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-LLLL configurations: 

(a) the HV winding; (b) the LV winding. 

 

B. AC Loss Combining Ic(B, θ) and Flux Diverters 

Previous sections have observed that a substantial AC loss reduction is possible in transformer windings through flipping the coil 

orientation. In the following, to further improve the efficiency of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV transformer and reduce the overall weight of 

the cooling system [72], AC loss investigations utilizing the flipping method together with the application of flux diverters are 

conducted. 

Fig. 17 depicts the arrangement of flux diverters positioned near the ends of the LV and HV windings. As shown in Table Ⅷ, 

FD1 with a rectangular shape and FD2 with a square shape were designed for exploring their influence on AC loss. The dimensions 

of the flux diverters for the LV winding are expressed as WFD, LV and HFD, LV, while WFD, HV and HFD, HV denote the dimensions of the 

flux diverters for the HV winding. WE indicates the overhanging distance to the inner radius of the LV and HV windings, and g 

represents the distance between the end of the LV or HV winding and the flux diverter. The flux diverters are considered to be made 

of a compressed powder ferromagnetic material with a nominal relative permittivity μr of 100. 
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Fig. 17. Schematic showing the position and dimensions of flux diverters located at the ends of the windings. 

 

TABLE Ⅷ 

DIMENSIONS OF FLUX DIVERTERS 

Parameter FD1 FD2 

WE 8 mm 8 mm 

g 0.5 mm 0.5 mm 

WFD, LV 17.8 mm 17.8 mm 

HFD, LV 3.8 mm 17.8 mm 

WFD, HV 20.2 mm 20.2 mm 

HFD, HV 6.2 mm 20.2 mm 

 

Fig. 18 shows the radial magnetic field distribution and magnetic flux lines of the UUUU-UUUU configuration with flux diverter 

FD1 at the rated current. Comparing with Fig. 15 without flux diverters, the flux lines in the windings become more parallel to the 

coil surface in the presence of the flux diverters. The maximum radial field component decreases from 0.54 T to 0.13 T with flux 

diverters for the top coil in the LV winding, and from 0.52 T to 0.19 T for the top coil in the HV winding. The high magnetic 

permeability of the flux diverters results in magnetic field concentration, reshaping the magnetic flux distribution around the windings 

to reduce the perpendicular magnetic field component of the coil winding and thereby reduce the AC loss. 
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Fig. 18. The radial magnetic field distribution and magnetic flux lines of the UUUU-UUUU configuration in the 6.5 MVA/25 kV transformer with flux diverter 

FD1 at the rated current: (a) Top part of the LV winding; (b) Top part of the HV winding; (c) Top-middle part of the LV winding; (d) Top-middle part of the HV 

winding. 

 

Table Ⅸ gives the simulated AC loss for each coil configuration at the rated current coupled with flux diverter FD1. For the UUUU-

UUUU configuration, the total AC loss is 3.90 kW without flux diverters, but just 1.95 kW with flux diverters. This result reveals that 

positioning flux diverters at the end of the coil windings greatly reduces the AC loss. Compared with the UUUU-UUUU configuration, 

the LLLL-LLLL configuration obtains the further reduction in AC loss is 37.1 W, or almost 2%, indicating that flipping makes coils 

find their optimal orientation with a larger critical current density and reduce AC loss. The LLLL-LLLL configuration remains the 

optimized choice of these possible coil configurations. Thus, flipping coils at the end of transformer windings is still a valid AC loss 

reduction technique even in the presence of flux diverters. 

 

TABLE Ⅸ 

SIMULATED AC LOSS RESULTS FOR THE 6.5 MVA/25 KV TRACTION TRANSFORMER COUPLED WITH FLUX DIVERTERS FD1 

Configuration HV winding LV winding Total 
Difference to 

UUUU-UUUU 

UUUU-UUUU 1579.8 W 366.7 W 1.95 kW - - 

LLLL-UUUU 1563.1 W 367.8 W 1.93 kW 15.6 W 0.80% 

LLUU-LLUU 1571.7 W 356.5 W 1.93 kW 18.3 W 0.94% 

UULL-UULL 1571.7 W 356.4 W 1.93 kW 18.4 W 0.95% 

UUUU-LLLL 1580.0 W 346.2 W 1.93 kW 20.3 W 1.05% 

LLLL-LLLL 1563.0 W 346.4 W 1.91 kW 37.1 W 1.92% 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Fig. 19. Comparison of the normalized current density distribution in the HV and LV windings at the rated current with flux diverter FD1 for the UUUU-UUUU 

and LLLL-LLLL configurations: (a) Top part of the HV winding; (b) Top-middle part of the HV winding; (c) Top part of the LV winding; (b) Top-middle part of 

the LV winding. 

 

Fig. 19 compares the normalized current density distribution in the HV and LV windings with flux diverter FD1 for the UUUU-

UUUU and LLLL-LLLL configurations. The |J/Jc|>1 area in the coil windings with flux diverters is smaller than that without flux 

diverters. Moreover, compared to the UUUU-UUUU configuration, the |J/Jc|>1 region further decreases in the LLLL-LLLL 

configuration. For Fig. 19 (a) and (c), combining with Fig. 18, top parts of the HV and LV windings, coils at this position are next to 

FDs, flux lines are parallel to the coil surface, significantly reducing fully penetrated areas where |J/Jc|>1, and leads to valuable loss 

reduction. Curiously, as shown in Fig. 19 (c), the shielding current disappears in the disc closest to FDs, proving there is almost no 

perpendicular magnetic field in this disc, as presented in Fig. 18. For the top-middle windings situated far from the flux diverters, it 
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can be seen that the flux diverters have almost no effect on AC loss because the |J/Jc|>1 region in the UUUU-UUUU configuration is 

almost the same with or without flux diverters. Nevertheless, this region also decreases in the LLLL-LLLL configuration showing 

that the AC loss reduction is mainly caused by flipping when the coils are situated some distance from the flux diverters. The results 

indicate the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristic continues to contribute to AC loss reduction, which gives the opportunity to further 

decrease AC loss also in the presence of flux diverters. 

Table Ⅹ gives the simulated AC loss for each coil configuration at the rated current coupled with flux diverter FD2. For the UUUU-

UUUU configuration, the total AC loss of the 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer is significantly reduced to 1.80 kW. Since the 

square-shaped FD2 has a larger cross-section, the AC loss becomes smaller when compared with the AC loss result coupled with FD1. 

For the LLLL-LLLL configuration, an additional 36.7 W reduction in AC loss is achieved through flipping the coil orientation. These 

results imply that both the dimensions of the flux diverters and an optimized coil configuration play an important role in AC loss 

reduction. 

 

TABLE Ⅹ 

SIMULATED AC LOSS RESULTS FOR THE 6.5 MVA/25 KV TRACTION TRANSFORMER COUPLED WITH FLUX DIVERTERS FD2 

Configuration HV winding LV winding Total 
Difference to 

UUUU-UUUU 

UUUU-UUUU 1442.9 W 357.4 W 1.80 kW - - 

LLLL-UUUU 1426.5 W 357.6 W 1.78 kW 16.2 W 0.90% 

LLUU-LLUU 1434.9 W 347.1 W 1.78 kW 18.3 W 1.02% 

UULL-UULL 1440.2 W 347.2 W 1.79 kW 12.9 W 0.72% 

UUUU-LLLL 1443.4 W 336.8 W 1.78 kW 20.1 W 1.12% 

LLLL-LLLL 1426.6 W 337.0 W 1.76 kW 36.7 W 2.06% 

 

Fig. 20 shows the difference between the AC loss values in the UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-LLLL configurations with and without 

flux diverters. Even at different currents, the LLLL-LLLL configuration remains the best option to reduce AC loss, which indicates 

the Ic(B, θ) asymmetry has a significant influence on the AC loss through adjusting coil orientation. Meanwhile, the square-shaped 

flux diverter FD2 with a larger cross-sectional area is seen to have a better capability to suppress the AC loss than the rectangular-

shaped FD1. 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the difference between AC loss values in UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-LLLL configurations with and without flux diverters. 

 

Fig. 21 shows absolute AC loss values in the UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-LLLL configurations with both flux diverters FD1 and 

FD2. The AC loss values of the UUUU-UUUU configuration with FD1 and FD2 are 1.95 and 1.80 kW, respectively: increasing the 

cross-sectional area of the flux diverters directly results in 150 W of AC loss reduction at 65 K, equivalent to 4.5 kW saving at room 

temperature. In addition, the LLLL-LLLL configuration leads to the same conclusion. Comparing the UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-

LLLL configurations, an additional loss reduction is obtained. This figure reiterates the conclusions, once again, that a substantial AC 

loss reduction was obtained when exploiting the Ic(B, θ) asymmetry and using flux diverters with a larger cross-section. 

 

 

Fig. 21. Comparison of AC loss values in the UUUU-UUUU and LLLL-LLLL configurations with the FD1 and FD2. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, for first time, we proposed the use of a T-A homogenization method to simulate AC loss in a 6.5 MVA/25 kV HTS 

traction transformer considering the combined impact of both the asymmetric Ic(B, θ) characteristics of HTS coated conductors and 
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the use of flux diverters to shape the field. The T-A homogenization method offers a 5 – 10 times reduction in computing time than 

the H homogenization method without compromising simulation accuracy and hence enables AC loss simulation in the transformer 

with over ten thousand turns. The same method can be applied to other large-scale HTS applications. 

Upon exploiting the measured Ic(B, θ) characteristic of SuperPower HTS wire at 65 K by flipping the coil orientation, the maximum 

ac loss reduction reached 51 W (1.32%) in the transformer windings by orienting all the coils in their optimal orientations. To achieve 

the efficiency target of the designed 6.5 MVA/25 kV traction transformer, flux diverters of different geometries were introduced at 

the ends of both the LV and HV windings. Compared to the 3.90 kW AC loss without flux diverters, the total AC loss of the transformer 

was reduced to 1.80 kW with square flux diverters at 65 K. Through increasing the cross-section of the flux diverters, an extra 150 W 

reduction in AC loss was obtained with this square shape. Furthermore, an additional AC loss reduction of 37 W was achieved upon 

taking the Ic(B, θ) asymmetry into consideration, further increasing the efficiency of the transformer. It is worth emphasizing that these 

levels of loss reduction are achieved at 65 K. While translated to room temperature, the combined impact of asymmetric critical current 

and flux diverters provides over 5.6 kW energy saving for the power system on the Chinese Fuxing high-speed train. Furthermore, 

we demonstrate that this substantial saving can be achieved through a simple, cost-neutral procedure (flipping the coils) that is unique 

to the high temperature superconducting windings being used. This hitherto unrecognized optimization is of great value to anyone 

building an HTS transformer. 

Most importantly of all, the article is a documentation of the design process of a replacement transformer for the Chinese high-

speed rail network. As such a real-life endeavor, it has broad value and importance to the field of transportation electrification. 
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